Abstract. The critical state stability is investigated taking into account the plastic yield of hard and composite superconductors. The conditions have been found at which the magnetic flux jumps occur, codeveloping with the plastic deformation jerks. It is shown that the interaction of mechanical and thermomagnetic instabilities can reduce appreciably the critical state stability threshold. The effect of the transport current on stability is investigated. The conditions of weak external cooling (in particular, the adiabatic case) are considered in this work. A possible explanation of the training phenomenon is suggested.
Introduction
The training and degradation phenomena in superconductors are well known both in magnetic systems and in short samples. As has been shown experimentally by Anashkin et aZ(1975) , Schmidt (1976) and Schmidt and Pasztor (1977) , the training phenomenon is strongly connected with the mechanical properties of the superconducting materials.
In the present paper we shall investigate the critical state stability taking into account the plastic yield of hard superconductors and superconducting composites. Plastic deformation jerks and flux jumps can occur in superconducting samples with the transport current under significant mechanical stress (resulting from either external or ponderomotive forces).
Plastic yield instabilities (the so-called serrated yielding) have been observed during mechanical loading of metals at low temperatures (see e.g. Basinski 1957 , Klyavin 1974 . The plastic deformation jerks are accompanied by strong heating, which gives rise to heat softening and results in strain hardening of the material. Plastic flow stability criteria have been obtained by Basinski (1957) for adiabatically insulated samples and by Kuramoto et a1 (1973) and Petukhov and Estrin (1975) for samples with intense external cooling. The plastic yield dynamics and the stability criterion have been considered by Mints and Petukhov (1980) for the case of arbitrary external cooling.
Flux jumps are inherent instabilities of the critical state. The nature of such thermomagnetic instabilities has been discussed earlier (see e.g. Mints and Rakhmanov 1977 and references therein) and the corresponding stability criteria are in good agreement with experiment.
However, the conditions under which the plastic deformation jerks develop simultaneously with the flux jumps have not yet been researched. Nevertheless, the interaction of both instabilities can considerably change the critical state stability criterion. The heat 268 I L Maksimot. and R G Mints generation caused by the plastic deformation stimulates the flux jumps, which, in their turn, cause the plastic deformation jerks. Let us denote the duration time of the plastic deformation jerk as t, and the rise time of the flux jump as t j . The interaction of the mechanical and thermomagnetic perturbations will, apparently, be most effective if tj t,. The plastic yield instabilities develop slowly compared to the thermal diffusion time in the sample t,: t,$t, (Klyavin 1974, Mints and Petukhov 1980) . In hard superconductors the slow flux jumps (ta > t,) can occur only if the external cooling is weak (Maksimov and Mints 1980) . In composites the strong interaction of thermomagnetic and mechanical instabilities takes place regardless of the intensity of cooling. Physically it is due to the slow development of both instabilities (tj, &B>,). The instability criterion has been obtained by Mints (1980) for composites on the basis of the qualitative consideration. In this work we shall find the criterion of the mechanical and thermomagnetic (thermomagnetomechanical) instability under weak cooling of the external boundaries of the sample. The effect of the transport current I on the stability is investigated for a flat plate of finite thickness ( figure 1 (a) ) and for a cylindrical sample ( figure 1 (b) ). The theoretical results obtained in the present work are discussed in connection with the training phenomenon.
Basic equations
Let us denote the initial temperature of the superconductor as Ti and introduce 8, the small temperature disturbance (8<Tc-Ti where Tc is the critical temperature of the superconductor). The sample temperature Ti depends on the external cooling conditions, mechanical stress CJ and plastic deformation rate a. In general, the instabilities we are interested in develop rapidly compared to the rate of change of the sample temperature Fi(Tit, < T, -Ti). So, the variation of the temperature Ti during the flux jump can be neglected. Note that the temperature T i is almost uniform over the cross-section of the sample if the external cooling is weak.
The disturbances of the temperature 8, electric field E and deformation 8~ are described by the heat diffusion equation and Maxwell equations:
The training phenomenon in superconductors 269 where v, K are the heat capacity and the heat conductivity of the superconductor, and j is the current density. The last term in the first equation {US; ) describes the heat generation caused by the plastic deformation. In the case when only a part of the work of plastic deformation 06; is converted into heat the necessary modification can be introduced to the final results by a correction factor. The heat generationjEi, connected with the electric field Ei induced by the superconductor motion in the magnetic field, was omitted in equation (1). This term is small (H12/4xa< 1, HI being the current selfmagnetic field) compared to that directly describing mechanical heating US; .
The critical current density depends only weakly on strain E for a wide class of superconducting materials (Koch and Easton 1977); so we assumed here aj,/ae=O. The expression f o r j assuming a linear depending on 0 and E is the following:
where j,=j,(T) is the critical current density, {for simplicity we are using Bean's (1964) critical state model: ajc/aH=O), and pp is the specific electrical resistivity of the superconductor in the flux flow regime.
Being interested in the critical state stability in the whole sample we shall regard the composite superconductor as a uniform anisotropic superconducting medium. The physical properties of such a medium are defined by superconducting filaments and normal conducting matrix characteristics averaged over the cross-section of the composite {see e.g. Mints and Rakhmanov 1977) . Therefore, the simultaneous equations (1) and (2) are applicable in describing both the solid hard superconductors as well as superconducting composites.
Let the currentj be parallel to the z axis. In this geometry (see figure 1 ) the perturbations depend only on the transverse? coordinate Y:
E= [O, 0, E(v, t>l e= e(Y, t ) Sc=S+,
t ) .
We assume the mechanical stress to be applied along the z axis.
We shall attempt the solution of the system of equations (1) in the following form:
where X is the eigenvalue to be defined and L is some typical length for each sample; for samples with an arbitrary shaped cross-section, L-AiP, where A and P are the area and the perimeter of the cross-section. As was shown by Mints and Petukhov (1980) , the relation between 6; and 0 has the following form for the solutions we seek:
where i = i ( T , e) is the plastic deformation rate.
Note that the plastic flow state may be stable only if a i / a c < O (Mints and Petukhov 1980) . It follows from equation (3), that the plastic heat generation 58; does not depend on X, provided I a i i a c I (VL~IK) = S < X. The parameter S determines the strain hardening i The situation with longitudinal nonuniformity (the perturbations depending on z ) was considered by Mints (1980) on the basis of the qualitative theory.
I L Maksimov and R G Mints magnitude of the deformable material. The typical value of 6 for the samples with L-10-1-10-2 cm is 8- lO-2-lO-4< 1 (see e.g. Klyavin 1974 ).
With the system of equations (1) and the expressions for,j and a i , it is easy to obtain the equation for e= O(x):
(4) Here where Dt and D, are thermal and magnetic diffusivities respectively. The differentiation is carried out with respect to the dimensionless variable x = v / L . The parameter LY determines the plastic flow stability with regard to the deformation jerks in the absence of the critical state (Petukhov and Estrin 1975) . Correspondingly, the parameter ,l 3 determines the critical state stability with respect to the flux jumps without the plastic yield (Mints and Rakhmanov 1977) . The values of T are T Q 1 for hard superconductors and T B 1 for composites.
The relation between the electric field E and temperature 9 can be easily found from the expressions (l), (2) and (3):
The region A < 1x1 1 corresponds to the current-carrying layer in the superconductor. To determine O(x) and the eigenvalue spectrum h= h@, x . . .) equation (4) should be supplemented with four boundary conditions. The heat boundary condition on the sample surface is ve+ we1 Ixl=l=o
where W= WOL/K, WO being the coefficient of heat transfer from the superconductor to the coolant. As for the electrodynamic condition on the surface, we assume that the external magnetic field remains constant during the process, i.e.
where e is the unit vector in the electric field direction.
tion of equation (6) one can obtain the following condition at 1x1 = h :
The temperature and the heat flux are continuous at I x I = h. Then, using the soluve-pel Ixi=a=o The heat impedance m characterises the intensity of the heat transfer inside the superconductor. The electric field is also continuous at 1x1 = A. Hence, we get Xe-v281 lxi=a=o.
(10)
The requirement of the existence of a nontrivial solution of equation (4) with the corresponding boundary conditions (7)- (10) ( 1 1) The condition (1 1) defines a certain dependence p= Pc(.) (or CY = a@)) determining the critical state (or the plastic yield) stability threshold. Evidently, the system is stable
Adiabatic boundary conditions
One may omit the temperature dependence of the coefficients in equation (4), if the temperature is uniform over the cross-section of the sample. Hence equation (4) becomes a fourth-order differential equation with constant coefficients. The general equation, obtained from equation (4) together with the conditions of equations (7)-(lo), allows us to determine the eigenvalue spectrum X = A@, a). In this section the dynamics and the stability criteria for the flat and cylindrical samples are considered under the condition of adiabatic thermal insulation.
. 1 . The flat plate
For the sample with the geometry shown in figure l(a) equation (4) has the following form :
eiV-(X7+X)eii-h(B-X7)e=o.
(12)
The solutions we seek are, obviously, symmetrical relative to the x axis:
Therefore it is sufficient here to write down the boundary conditions at x = 1 and x = A = 1 -i. On the sample surface ( x = 1) they are as follows :
By using the solution of equation (6) 
it is easy to obtain the heat impedance @ at x = 1 -i :
Hence the boundary conditions at x = 1 -i are e'-rVeI.=l-t=o
Xe-ei~(.,l-t=o.
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In the general case equation (1 3) can only be solved numerically. Nevertheless, equation (13) In the case under consideration (W-0) the parameter a changes within the range 0 a < S < 1. Hence, from the expressions (1 4) and (1 5 ) we come to the conclusion that If i< 1, then the thermal diffusion time in the current-carrying layer t,(i) is of the order t,(i)z(vLZ/K)i2 (Mints and Rakhmanov 1977) . The ratio tA/t,(i)-l/(hi2) represents the measure of the rate of the process, where f A = v L~/ K X is the rise time of the disturbance. Hereafter we shall define the fast perturbations by the condition t A < t,(i) (or Xi2> 1) and the slow ones by the condition fA> f,(i) (or Xi2< 1). the eigenvalue spectrum is affected insignificantly in the fast perturbation region (because ai2< 1). The presence of the normal current in the superconductor (described by the term AT in equation (14)) is the main stabilising factor with respect to the disturbances with h+oo (Mints and Rakhmanov 1975) . Therefore, the plastic yield accounts only for small corrections in the stability criterion with respect to the fast perturbations ( X i 2 9 1).
On the contrary, the development of the slow (hi2< 1) disturbances essentially depends on a. The point ,8(h=O)= 80 considerably displaces on the , L?, X plane (see figure 2(a) ) with the increase of a: from a = O to cy = S. Let us determine the parameters cy1, a2 and ,&.
Expanding equation (13) in the power series of hi2 ( X i 2 < l ) , it is easy to show that h becomes zero at
The value a=az is defined by the condition j3 (~u)=j3~(cy) (figure 2(a) , curve E), from which one finds
The investigation of equation (13) in the vicinity of p= BO enables us to obtain the
which is equivalent to the equality T = T~ (a& From the expression (18) one finds:
The comparison of a1 and a2 shows us that (al/a2)-8i2(70-7)< 1 for all values of i.
Thus it follows from equation ( ( a ) is shown on the figure 3(a) with the parameters 012, /h and p 2 , defined by the expressions (l@, (20) and (22), respectively. The presence of the plastic yield essentially diminishes the critical state stability threshold, provided the external stress is sufficiently large. Let us consider now the composite superconductors ( T $ 1). The evolution of the function h= X@) with the increase of cy is shown in figure 2(u) (for T T O ) and in figure 2(b) (for r > TO). For T < T O the behaviour of the curves h= h@, a ) does not diger qualitatively from the analogous one for hard superconductors ( figure 2(a) , curves A-F). This is due to the fact that the heat transfer inside the sample is the main stabilising factor with regard to the slow flux jumps in the absence of the external cooling. As shown by Maksimov and Mints (1980) depends significantly on 01. The parameter cy2 is defined by the condition &(W)= pm(cy2) (figure 2(u), curve E) from which it is easy to obtain:
If a> a2 (curve F, figure 2(u) The function = pc(.) is shown in figure 3(a) with the corresponding parameters p1, pz and 012. For T > T O from expression (1 S) it follows that T -T~ > 0, and consequently h, = 0 (see figure 2(b) ), for any a. Hence, the criterion of thermomagnetomechanical instability is 
. 2 . The cylindrical sample
For the samples with the configuration shown in figure l@), the perturbations do not depend on 4 and the fourth-order equation (4) can be reduced to two independent 
ary conditions exists, if
The nontrivial solution of the system of equations (26) with the corresponding boundLet us consider the case T < 1 (the hard superconductors). The evolution of the eigenvalue spectrum h = h@, e) for cylindrical samples is qualitatively the same as in the flat geometry (see figure 2(a) ). The system is stable against fast growing disturbances (Xi2= l), if 
As was mentioned above, the noticeable change of the function h= h(p, x) occurs at W-6 < 1. Therefore, criterion (28) 
k1 [i-A(i)k12+B(i)k14-C(i)k16].
In the expansions (29) and (30) we retain four terms to ensure the required accuracy.
Let us now determine the parameters CYI, W, PO and p,. Substituting equations (29) and ( 
PI= l / A ( i ) .
The value CY = W , at which PO (CY) = Pm(a> (curve E, figure 2(a)) is
In the vicinity of ,6= PO the dependence p=p(X) is the following (with the accuracy
where If the transport current is small (i< l), the specific features of the cylindrical geometry are insignificant, By expanding the coefficients A ( i ) , B(i) and C(i) in the power series of i, it is easy to find that equations (32) and ( 
C Y~= ( B / A ) ( T O -T ) P .
As stated above, the coefficient T -T , in equation (32) is positive at a 2 a2 B cy1 ( figure 2(a) , curve F). Hence, the stability region is determined by the inequality (19) if a> CQ. The stability threshold ,8=,8c(a) is determined by equation (21), for hard superconductors (.<l), with the parameters iy2, ,81 and P a , corresponding to the cylindrical geometry ( figure 3(a) ).
The evolution of the eigenvalue spectrum h = h@, a . . .) in superconducting compo- figure 2 (a) (for T < TO) and in figure 2( 
b) (for T > T O ) .
In the case 1 4 T < TO the peculiarities of the cylindrical geometry are not essential, since the transport current is small, i.e. i < ~-l /~-g 1. Therefore, the results obtained in the preceding $3.1 for a flat sample are valid here. The evolution of the function ,B= pC(cr, i ) with decrease of the transport current is qualitatively the same as in the flat geometry (see figure 4) .
Weak external cooling
It was mentioned above that the temperature is almost uniform over the cross-section of the sample, if the external cooling is weak ( W 4 1). Employing this fact we can obtain the equation to determine the eigenvalue spectrum h = h@, a . . .> by means of the procedure used in $3. In the general case, this equation can only be solved numerically. Nevertheless, an analytical solution is possible in the most interesting range of the parameters: hi2-g 1, W< 1. In this section we shall consider the quasiadiabatic case (W<S) and the conditions of dynamic stabilisation (Wiz79 1) for superconducting composites.
Quasiadiabatic stability criterion
It is shown by Mints and Rakhmanov (1977) , that ,8(h =0) = m (and h, # 0), provided W#O. The presence of weak cooling can considerably change the dynamics of the instabilities only if T > T, (see Maksimov and Mints 1980 ). Hereafter we shall consider just the latter case. The extremely weak cooling (W< S) corresponds to quasiadiabatic thermal conditions. The results obtained in S3 are valid here in general for the W/S< 1 approximation. The qualitative behaviour of the curves h = h(/l) at various a: is shown in figure 5 (a) for T < T O and in figure 5(b) for T > TO.
Let us consider first the case T < TO. The dependence h = h@) is almost unchanged in the region h? Am& 1 with the increase of a (see figure 5(a), curves A-E) . The function h= X@) changes more appreciably in the slow perturbation region (biz< 1). The equation to determine the dependence X= h@) has the following form:
X 2 D [ 1 -(~~S ) ] ( T -~~) -h [ [ (~/ / l~) -~] +~W = 0 (34)
The training This minimum becomes deeper (since /Jm decreases) with the increase of a (curves C, D, E, figure 5(a) ). At cy. < 012 the relatively fast perturbations dominate in the vicinity of the stability threshold, i.e. Xc= XmB 1 and Bc=prn(a). At a> a2 the stability is violated by slowly growing perturbations: p c = p m < p m ( a ) ( figure 5(a) , curve R). The criterion of thermomagnetomechanical instability is determined by the condition P< P m provided a > CYZ. The dependence B=&(cY) with the corresponding parameters is shown in figure 3(a) . figure 5(b) ) the values X , and p m are determined by expression (35) for all a. Figure 3(b) shows the function B=Bc(a).
Note that the results obtained in this subsection are also applicable in the case of adiabatic conditions on the sample surface, because there always exists some heat transfer (for example, through the sample holders) in the real experimental situation.
In composite superconductors the critical state stability is ensured by heat transfer from the surface. The presence of the normal matrix damps the magnetic flux movement and at the same time it promotes effective heat removal into the coolant. Hence, slow flux jumps (Q > tK) dominate in composite superconductors, strongly stimulating the plastic deformation jerks (Mints 1980 (6 4 W 4 1).
From equation (36) it follows
The relationship /3= /3(X) for the cylindrical sample is as follows:
The analogous stability criterion for a wire with a fixed transport current has the form The criterion (38) coincides with that obtained by Mints (1980) , provided
Thus expression (39) is the condition of the applicability of the qualitative consideration.
If the inequality (39) is violated with the increase of a, the dependence X = h(P) can be found from the equation 
D (~W -~~) ( T -T O ) ]~'~) .
Equation (40) is invalid in the close vicinity of the plastic yield stability threshold (which can be seen from expression (41), in which pc appears to have a complex value at a > y W ) . As shown by Mints and Petukhov (1980) 
Discussion
A possible explanation of the training phenomenon can be suggested on the basis of the results obtained in the present work. As was shown above ($63 and 4), the critical state becomes unstable with regard to the codeveloping flux jumps and plastic deformation jerks, if p> pc (a, i, W, 6, T ) . This inequality determines the range of the external parameters (e.g. the current iq or the mechanical stress uq), at which the instabilities causing the normal quench occur. Each plastic deformation jerk is accompanied by strain hardening of the material, leading to a decrease of &/aT (mainly due to the increase of I a i j a e l ) , which results in an increase of the quench current in the next (n+ 1)th cycle:
( i q h + l > (iq)%.
This successive quench current increase can take place in superconductors both for adiabatic thermal conditions (see expressions (19) and (25)) and for the conditions of dynamic stabilisation (see the criteria (37) and (38)). Thus the training phenomenon in superconductors can be explained as a consequent process of strain hardening, stimulated by heat softening of the material. The maximum attainable current (iq)max is evidently determined by the limits of the mechanical hardening of the material. Naturally,
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the ratio (iq)max/iq(a=O) represents the critical current degradation measure in the superconducting samples.
One should point out that the dependence of the quench current iq on temperature is determined mainly by the functions v(T) and p(T) (for the adiabatically insulated samples) and by the function i ( T ) (in the presence of the weak external cooling). Note that the sample temperature Ti is present in all stability criteria obtained (see expressions (19) , (25), (37) and (38)). Therefore, to determine the direct relationship i4 = iq(T) (or, for example, iq= is(.)) the dependence of the temperature T i on a has to be taken into account.
It should be also mentioned that in the present work the stability threshold was obtained with respect to the uniform longitudinal (along z axis) perturbations. If the longitudinal nonuniformity is taken into account, it may considerably change the stability criteria obtained.
Conclusions
(i) The critical state stability has been considered taking into account the plastic yield of hard superconductors and superconducting composites.
(ii) The effect of strain hardening ($3) and external cooling ($4) on the stability criterion and the dynamics of thermomagnetomechanical instabilities have been investigated.
(iii) The results obtained are discussed in connection with the training phenomenon.
